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The 'new nations' of Africa, Asia and Latin America have in vary-
ing degrees embarked upon the shaping of their corporate future by means 
of comprihensive planning for economic growth and social change. As the 
complex nature of the processes to be directed and the problems to be 
resolved have been revealed, the importance of integrating different parts 
of the planning effort has emerged. One outstanding problem which faces 
these developing countries is that of the extremely rapid growth of their 
urban populations and the tendency for this growth to be focussed on their 
major cities. This has resulted in severe strains on what are becomming 
the emerging 'metropolitan areas' in terms of their ability to accomodate 
a large inflow of migrants from rural areas as well as the natural increase 
of their resident population: large and growing slum areas, a lack of basic 
utilities, congestion and poor transport facilities, and other physical 
and social ills are the outcome. At the same time other areas of the coun-
try remain at a low level of development with most local initiative drained 
away to the capital cities. 
Many of these countries are experiencing and trying to encourage 
industrialisation, with manufacturing concequently becomming a more import-
ant source of income and employment. Once again however, the bulk of large 
scale enterprise in this sector appears to favour location in the largest 
urban areas, where its contribution to easing the situation does not seem 
sufficient to accelerate progress in solving the major problems of these 
cities, and at the same time, other areas are relatively 'starved' of ind-
ustrial expansion. Any policy to decentralise manufacturing is however at 
present open to question on the grounds that it may fatally weaken the 
developmental momen"tfcuii achieved in at least one or two places, without be-
ing effective in stimulating the necessary critical minimum of expansion 
elsewhere. The known preference of industrialists for the major cities and 
the experience of great difficulty with encouraging 'small industry' over 
a wider area support this view of things. 
It is my contention that the problem and its proferred solutions 
are usually seen and recomended in a context which is at once too wide and 
two narrow. By analysing the problem as one of how to integrate local 
physical and social development and planning efforts into the overall 
picture and the national effort, and its solution as necessarily based on 
a better understanding of the relationships of aggregate growth and change 
to its 'spatial organisation', and a better operational framework for 
bringing together economic and physical programming, these inddequacies 
can be overcome. It is shown that, while the development process will lead 
to a greater degree of interrelatedness in industrial and urban growth, and 
a greater degree of regional differentiation in levels of progress, the 
emergence of a growing 'urban industrial system' does not imply the necess-
ary dominance of a single centre of expansion. 
The determinants of a general pattern of urban industrial regional 
concentration are derived from the nature of the development process and 
from the cumulative feedback inherent in urban industrial growth. An area 
of indeterminacy as to the specification of urban industrial centre location 
is pinpointed and shown to arise from as yet little known factors in the 
local interaction of industrial firms and the urban enviroment. An approach 
to a more systematic evaluation of potential alternative patterns of dis-
tribution for urban industrial growth is suggested, and a research programme 
directed at making this more feasible is presented. 
In this way a case is made for restricting the area to be consider 
-ed in regard to policies of sharing out industrial growth, but within this 
'narrowed' area 'widening' the apraisal of alternative urban sites on the 
basis of assessing on a comparative level the situational advantages and 
contraints of a number of places by way of a 'distributional calculus*. The 
assessment includes the 'primate ' centres., for which there are often physical 
plans in great detail, but still lacking in attention to the provision of 
a sound economic base, as well as other centres which have recieved less 
inclusive treatment, now to be provided with the aid of a sufficiently 
specified regional breakdown of the national planning stratergy. It is 
hoped the methodological perspective here provided will aid the advancement 
of the capability to match people and job oportunities, necessary to the 
realisation of surely legitimate aspirations on the part of a majority of 
mankind. 
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This paper presents a position. It sets out to argue a case in 
support of a methodological recomendation, that is, a recomendation about 
how a problem may best be approached and a way found to its possible 
solution^ The problem to be dealt with can be stated in two different but 
related ways, one theoretical and one practical. The theoretical problem 
is to find a connection between the processes of economic growth and 
cultural change and the processes by which the geographical distribution 
of population and production is altered in an underdeveloped area as 
development takes place. The practical problem is to create a framework 
within which national economic programming and local physical and social 
planning can be joined together in a mutually supporting manner. The 
recomendation made is that the problem should be treated as involving the 
identification and interrelation of a set of systems and sub-systems of 
activities and of their spatial arrangement. The solution is then to be 
found in the use of an analysis of system behaviour to specify the pattern 
of interaction between activities and spatial arrangements, and to suggest 
the points at which the integration of^economic and physical planning are 
to be made to their mutual advantage. 
The thoughts expressed in this paper have been arrived at as the 
result of several years spent in trying to deal with questions of the 
geography of development and of the place of regional analysis in 
development planning. Though there are incorporated in the paper some 
results from previous research, this nevertheless is not intended to be 
a summary of findings., Equally, though the paper addresses itself to a 
particular set of policy issues, it is flot concerned at this point with 
the elaboration of specific proposals, excepting those relating to further 
research. Further, although in the body of the paper there will be found 
reference to certain concepts and techniques, the arguement put forward 
is not primarily about the relative advantages of ideas and methods as 
such: it is rather concerned with the way in which we lock at the world, 
and the means by which we try to xnfluence our part of it. In particular, 
the recomendation for which I am here arguing the case, is founded upon 
an apreciation of two important ways in which our understanding of a 
situation is increased and our powers of control in that situation 
strengthened. On the one hand, the sureness of our knowledge may be seen 
in the extent to xvhich it is possible to relate different kinds of 
phenomena by means of systematic derivation rather than by the use of 
'ad hoc' assumptions. On the other, the extent to which we can manage a 
situation is in large part dependent upon our ability to identify crucial 
variables and calculate magnitudes of effect, even if only approximately, 
as against having to rely upon some 'a priori' conventions. The aim of 
what follows is to suggest how both these kinds of improvements can be 
introduced in the context of the problem at hand. 
The first part of the paper deals in more detail with the nature 
of the problem of relating national to local developments, illustrating 
the widespread concern with, and movement towards, a betle" integration 
of economic and physical planning. The second part descr.bes the nature of 
the approach to the problem in terms of the factors and interrelationships 
involved in connecting economic growth and cultural change and population 
and production distribution, set within the framework of systems analysis. 
The third part illustrates the preferred approach by applying it to the 
case of one developing area, East Africa, using materials from the recent 
past, the two decades 19/f5-1965„ The last part carries the arguement one 
stage further, by turning to the question of predicting future developments 
and designing a research programme to improve the basis of such predictions 
and the foundations of integrated economic and physical planning in the 
same area over the next two decades 1965-1985. 
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The Problem: Integrating Physical Planning into the Economic Development Process. 
Attempts at the purposive encouragement and rational management 
of economic development and cultural change are by now common to a large 
number of developing countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America. Such 
attempts are now accepted as a reasonable response to the social situation 
in these countries and to the historical circumstances in which they find 
themselves. Partly as the result of academic research and partly of 
practical experience, the difficulties of organising for growth and change 
have become steadily more aparent. "Development" in short, has come to be 
recognised for what it is - a multifaceted phenomenon, a complex process 
with multiple interconnections between its constituent parts. The sucesful 
achievement of a potential for self-sustaining and cumulative advances in 
material welfare - rising standards of living for the bulk of a community -
involves a wholesale shift in patterns of population and production that 
entails complicated alterations in the continuing interaction of techno-
logical, economic, demographic, social, political and cultural variables. 
To deal at all adequately with this situation, it has been 
necessary to constantly widen the scope of plans and programmes intended 
to direct or influence the speed and direction of change in the developing 
areas. Sometimes the expansion in coverage has come about through an 
enhanced awareness of interrelationships, like those that evolve among the 
different sectors of a developing economy. At other times it is the 
result of learning from past mistakes or oversights, such as the failure to 
match needs of professional or other "high-level" manpower and the strat-
ergy of educational expansion. In general., the evolution of development 
planning has followed the course of obvious need; the most obviously 
aparent possibilities have been followed up first, and more and more has 
been added as the dimensions of the task have successively been revealed. 
Thus "Planning" in most then underdeveloped countries twenty years ago 
consisted in the main of co-ordinated medium-term capital expenditure 
programmes for the "public sector' of the economy. Today, in a number of 
cases, not only are attempts made at the comprihensive programming of an 
entire national economy, but in the compass of the usual five-year plans 
come such things as land reform and resettlement, the mobilisation of 
rural labour, the adoption of new forms of productive organisation such as 
the co-operative or the "para-statal' corporation, and the re-orientation 
of administrative bodies for the purpose of encouraging growth and change, 
- things which unequivocally extend the frontiers of planning beyond the 
'strictly' economic sphereginto what may be termed broadly the cultural 
'context' of development. 
The attempt to introduce purposefulness and rationality in managing 
large-scale and widespread changes in the fabric of a society is, prima 
facie, an improvement over unplanned ad hoc adjustments, in that a more 
complete and ordered account can be taken of all relevant circumstances 
and a more concerted effort can be mounted on all fronts to achieve an 
increased mobilisation and the effective utilisation of.all available 
resources. This is especially the case where very big alterations in the 
existing situation are being hoped.for, which have many ramifications 
needing attention, and where the many problems likely to be thrown up by „ 
radical social change are being collapsed into a very short period of time. 
At the same time however, as plans and programmes and projects continue 
to multiply, the more important it becomes to ensure that the connections 
between them are firmly based. Faulty assumptions in their interrelation, 
or faulty proceedures for their integration into the overall picture may 
result in the unintentional 'overloading' of a programme or a scarce 
resource, or conversely, failure to realise available potential. Thus 
for example a programme of agricultural development may contribute to the 
overloading of a planned expansion in marketing and distribution facilities 
but might at the same time fail to take account of potential oportunities 
for the manufacture of fertilisers. The more comprihensive the planning, 
the greater the need for the means of integrating more 'dimensions' of o 
the overall effort in a systematic fashion to ensure the maximum benefit. 
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Indiviaually, both attempts at national economic planning and at 
local physical and social planning in the developing countries have been 
faulted by inapropriate assumptions built into their make-up, perhaps 
reflecting the experience of the now developed areas uncritically transfer-
red, or by a breakdown in the implimentation or evaluation of 'paper 
excersises1. In particular, comprihensive economic programming at the 
national level is still regarded as often too 'abstract', while physical 
and social planning at the local level is still thought to be too concerned 
with 'concrete' considerations. Economic programming may be technically 
elegant, aim at internal consistancy, but fail to take sufficient account 
of real-world conditions giving rise for example to quite unreliable data, 
and of real-world constraints other than purely economic ones, such as 
group reactions to new kinds of institutions or enviroments, seen for 
example in the introduction of mechanised farming. Physical planning may 
similarly be technically sound, orderly and exhaustive within its domain, 
but is generally too small-scale and bound up with a limited concern for 
land and build ring control, ignoring alternative possibilities for the „ 
development of the 'settlement pattern' to make the most of local initiative. 
Here, it would seem to me, is a classic case of the problem of 
integration in planning for development. To a significant degree, over-
abstraction in one case and over-concreteness in the other are joint 
products of a lack of mutual comprihension. On the one hand, aggregate 
economic model building and planning projections are not sufficiently 
specified in terms of programme or project location, and the likely effect 
that may arise therefrom. The result may be quite inacurate forcasts of 
what the overall ratio of capital investment needed to: produce a given rise 
in output may be, since activities planned for different parts of an under-
developed country may encounter gross differences in the provision of 
complimentary facilities and services. On the other hand, individual 
physical 'master plans' for emerging metropolis or municipality are not 
sufficiently specified in terns of the mixture of activities that are 
likely to be located in the locality as part of the overall development 
stratergy, or in terms of the possible contribution of local initiative 
to the comprihensive effort. The result may be quite ir.acurate forecasts 
of what the rate of in-migration may be into differently situated urban 
or rural areas, or demands for specific categories of land may be as the^^ 
result of employment generation from locally attracted investment. 
The stated aim of most economic programming is to achieve the 
fastest possible rate of economic growth and che most extensive changes 
in economic and social structure needed to ensure greater productivity, 
within limits set by availability of different resources such as capital, 
foreign exchange or skilled manpower. To achieve this involves the max-
imum possible mobilisation of different resources wherever they are found 
or can be indused. The stated aim of most physical planning is to achieve 
the most optimal distribution of land-uses, bearing in mind their various 
interactions, so as to create the best possible framework for people and 
activities to fit into a 'built enviroment' within the limits of a given 
area and its physical charecteristics. To achieve this involves the most 
complete assessment of the mix of people, activities and movements which 
has to be accomodated. In the context of a developing country, to make these 
aims compatable and mutually supporting needs a degree of re-orie'ntation 
in both. Economic programming should be framed in such a way as to take 
account of the possible contributions arising from the different possible 
distributions of people and activities among localities. Concurrently, 
physical planning should be framed in a manner conducive to the realisation 
of potential contributions that may be made by different localities,^given 
an appropriate local stratergy to match and enhance the national one.2 
What this means in effect is a sufficient disaggregation in national 
planning to encompass the pattern of differences between areas in a country, 
and a sufficient perspective in local physical planning to encompass the 
relative position and expectations of a given locality in relation to the 
rest of the country. Neither of these diserdirata can be accomplished with-
out a corosponding advance towards the other. 
Two things are required for the systematic and precise inter-
connection of overall resource allocation and the specific spatial 
disposition of activities: building up a body of ideas about how to derive 
implications for one from the other in both directions, and building up 
a framework within which relevant information is produced and interchanged 
between the two. The first of these requirements poses the problem in its 
theoretical form, that is in terms of the present adequacy of our under-
standing in the social sciences about the variables and relationships 
involved in connections between activities and their locations during the 
development process. The second poses the problem in its practical form, 
that is in terms of the present adequacy of the connecting links passing 
between national economic programming and local physical planning. 
As 'Planning' has become more extended and sophisticated, it has 
generally become more attuned to and dependent apon the more articulate 
concepts and methods formulated within the social and physical sciences. 
In many cases however, the more powerful the concept or technique, the 
more finely tuned to a particular issue or more specialised it is. Part at 
least of the problem here being discussed., arises from the fact that 
'orthodox' economic programming and physical planning (as practiced in 
developed countries) have evolved their own disciplinary cum professional 
contexts of work, their own traditions of enquiry and their own codes of 
practical expertise on which to draw for their elaboration. In contrast, 
between the two there exists a field in which both enquiry and experience 
are scarce and scattered, where contradictory cliches - about for example 
the 'optimum' size of cities - compete with incomplete inferences - about 
for example the inherent tendencies 'known' to operate in industrial 
location from evidence of enterprise preferences - for the attention of 
policy-makers faced with decisions about resource allocation in space. 
As will be argued in the next section, a possible solution can now be offer 
-ed however, by drawing apcn the results of research in interdisciplinary 
studies focussing on aspects of what may most usefully be referred to as 
the 'spatial organisation' of population and production, combining the 
interest in economic and demographic variables of the national planner, 
with the concern for distribution and functional relation of people and 
activities in areal units of the physical expert.3 
Such systematic derivation as can now be attempted must in practice 
be sufficiently precise to be operational, in the light of what is needed 
if a continuous iterative adjustment process is to be carried on between 
economic and physical planning, each feeding to the other reactions to pro-
jected developments. The process may be indicated as incorporating, inter 
alia, 
given an economic programming formulation of a projected overall growth 
rate in gross national product, a set of magnitudes to be achieved 
in the various producing sectors, a set of investments in the 
various kinds of product 
±ve cis set and in social overhead, and some 
ideas on population and employment growth; 
derive one or more firm initial estimates of likely changes in patterns 
of population and production distribution over an area, sufficiently 
disagregated to allow the physical planner for city, town or rural 
area to arrive at an approximate conclusion as to the likely 'impact' 
on his locality of the overall stratergy or alternatives; 
assess the magnitude and direction of the 'impact effect' for a place in 
terms of income and employment generation, population increase, 
possible land-use requirements and demands for as against planned 
provision of physical infrastructure and community services; then, 
given the existing size of population, type of activity, utility and 
service provision and physical arrangement of these in an area, 
resource and production factor availability and likely constraints; 
derive one or more initial estimates of likely 'discontinuities' to be 
experienced as growth proceeds in an area: either in the way of a 
particular addition to the set of established activities the location 
of which is likely to exert a disproportionate effect on the relative 
developmental monenum of the place, or in the way of a particular 
item of expansion involving increases in population and activities 
necessitating new or modified physical lay-outs and the extension of 
the infrastructural base; 
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assess the relative magnitudes and directions of potentially induced ex-
pansion and potentially incurred costs for alternative dispositions 
of o.ctivities and employment between different areas and places, 
and correct initial stratergy accordingly. 
The above sequence is of course an ideal one, unlikely to be attainable in 
all its parts, but the fact remains that something approaching such a 
sequence has to be provided if physical planning is to be sucessfully 
integrated into the overall picture. Without some indication 'from above'-
of the relative situation of a place in the national context, there can be 
little improvement in the asserted parochialism and lack of initiative in 
localised planning efforts. Equally, without some indication 'from within' 
an area as to the particulars of its potential strengths and limitations, 
there can be little improvement in the asserted abstraction and negligence 
of overall planning in respect of locational considerations. 
In almost every underdeveloped country (and in a ^ocd many 
developed ones too), critical problems have to be faced in combining 
resource allocations with allocations in space. The crucial question may 
be put in the form of to what extent can the decentralisation of economic, 
especially industrial, activities, and the spread of social overhead 
facilities, be 'afforded' in the early stages of growth, in response to 
equity considerations or political pressures. Or it may be framed in the 
form of to what extent is the disproportionate growth of certain 'primate' 
urban centres to be considered unbalanced, in need of some corrective 
action in order to stimulate local expansion elsewhere and relieve the 
pressure of social disorganisation mounting in one or two overcrowded areas. 
At the present time, the basis upon which decisions are taken in respect 
of such burning issues is made up in many instances of a compound consist-
ing of one part recieved doctrine, one part political reaction to the 
pressure of events, and one part acceptance of the acceptance of a minimally 
effective role for location policy. The arguement here is that these 
problems have yet to be fully grasped for what they are, that is, as problems 
of the possible and desireable forms of 'spatial organisation' for the 
development process. The integration of physical planning into the overall 
picture is needed above all to allow the 'opening up' of such issues to 
the scrutiny of what I shall call a 'distributional calculus' based apon 
the combined operation of national and localised analyses as set out^above. 
The next section deals with how such a calculus might be approached, k 
The Solution: The Concept of Spatial Organisation and the Method of Systems 
Analysis. 
The first part of a possible solution to the problem posed lies in 
the establishment of some systematic interrelations between 'development' 
and 'spatial organisation'; the second part in the use of a systems analysis 
approach to indicate the precise way in which the integration of economic 
and physical planning can be achieved based apon the knowledge of these 
relationships. The two parts are separated for ease of exposition but are 
closely intertwined in producing the sequence of arguement. 
During the last dozen yer-rs a very considerable ammount of theor-
etical speculation and empirical investigation has been devoted to analyse 
the connections between processes of overall economic growth and social 
change and processes which alter the locational distribution of population 
and production over an area where development is taking place. What has been 
established in effect is that in so far as the process of development can 
be charecterised by some invariant attributes wherever it takes hold or is 
deliberately induced, so far can alterations in the spatial organisation 
of people and activities also be identified as in progress in all cases. 
What this means is roughly as follows. Development can be charecterised as 
a process which works to transcend the limitations of a purely subsistance 
economy and a purely traditional pattern of social relationships, throwing 
UP 'types social and economic structure capable of supporting self-
sustained growth in incomes and wealth. As an economy and a society become 
more 'developed', a larger scale of activity and a greater range of indiv-
idual contacts become the norm, a higher degree of specialisation and con-
cequently of interdependence become established in all spheres of life, and 
new mechanisms of holing the larger and more complex society together arise. 
Conversly, it can be said that an underdeveloped country is one where small-
scale, simple and isolated economic structures and social groupings are the 
norm, with a lack of the technological and institutional basis underpinning 
the accumulation of capital and its investment in improved ways of creating 
more wealth. The broadly based movements here mentioned operate on the many 
facets of social and economic organisation, modifying or transforming 
individual motivations, interpersonal relations, patterns of production 
and consumption, the distribution of incomes and employment, the variety 
of social roles and status, the basis of political authority, the scope of 
governmental functions, and the foundation of cultural values. Changes in 
any of these things affect in some measure, and are in turn affected by, 
changes in others, in an ordered manner which is being slowly^rendered more 
coherent through the efforts of social scientists and others, 5 
These basic developmental attributes of an enlargement in scale, 
and increase in q?ecialisation, and a finer mesh of controlling mechanisms, 
can also be observed in the sphere of spatial organisation. As a country 
develops there occurs a general expansion in the area over which a single 
economic and social system operates, the evolution of different kinds of 
activity and settlement pattern in different parts of the country and their 
progressive interlinkage into a new network of exchanges, and the creation 
of new focci of population and activity which serve at different levels to 
articulate and service the enlarged, complex '^pace :xonoiay' and more 
mobile society concommittantly brought into existance. These changes affect 
the volume and direction of movement for people and commodities, the dis-
ribution of production and the pattern of trade, the transport network and 
the density and disposition of settlements, the intensity of land-use and 
the assemblage of different elements that go to make up a landscape. Once 
again all these changes hang together in an ordered fashion, teing revealed 
through the efforts of geographers, ecologists, 'regional scientists',^ 
'ekisticians' and other species of investigator and classifier. 
One outstanding feature about economic development and cultural 
change is central to this analysis. The action of the group of forces or 
tendencies which constitute development is not additive but cumulative, 
feeding apon their own momentum to a point where sufficient mass movement 
is acheived to secure self-sustained further progress independently of the 
initial specific conditions in which development first began. Underdevelop-
ed countries are held in the grip of itfhat have often been referred to as 
'vicious circles'; once alterations in the structure of an economy and a 
society have gone so far there appears to be some kind of 'ratchet effect', 
with subsequent movement sometimes deflected sideways but rarely down again. 
While there can be little doubt however about the significance of 
'cumulative causation' as an element explaining the nature of development, 
the key factors and exact sequence involved in initiating and reinforcing 
the process seem to be generally in&oterminate: that is from case to case 
a different set of factors operative^in an irregular sequence may be equally 
conducive to cumulative progress. 7 
There is a parallel feature in the alterations induced in the 
distribution of population and production over an area during development. 
There occurs a decisive and irreversable shift from one basis of spatial 
organisation to a more effective one, from a basic dependence upon the 
advantages of a particular locality to a reliance apj.n the inherent 
advantages of 'localisation'. The dominance of natural advantages is super-
seeded by the dominance of the aquired advantages arising out of agglomer-
ation and enhanced accessability, independent of initial position. Once 
again however the fact of 'cumulative concentration' is associated with some 
considerable indeterminacy in the locational pattern which arises in a par-
ticular case: except as before, that the longer a particular pattern remains 
the more important are the inertial forces securing its continuation.8 
The problem of linking together development and spatial organisat-
ion, and through them, national and local progress, can be reduced in large 
part to the problem of further understanding the forces bringing about 
cumulative accumulation on the one hand, and cumulative concentration on the 
other. An approach to such understanding is offered by focussing apon one 
primary element common to both in the majority of developing countries which 
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are at the sane tine emergent colonial, now independent, territories. The 
element referred to is the emergence of the'urban industrial centre', defin-
ed here as a place where there are concentrated some significant fraction 
of a country's industrial output and urban population. 
Many developing countries, prominent among them those in Africa, 
are currently moving, or attempting to move, from a situation in which ind-
ustrialisation and urbanisation were but incidental manifestations of their 
main streqm of economic growth and social change, to a position in which 
they take on a very much more important role, contributing jointly to the 
enlargement of scale, increased specialisation and strengthened integration 
that are the hallmarks of progress. In the context of 'colonial-type* dev-
elopment, industrial and urban growth appear as parallel but separate 
elements in an essentially merchantilistic, externally-orientated economy 
and society. As growth and change begin to gather some initial momentum, 
albeit from a low level, there occurs over time what ammounts to a quite 
decisive shift in the relationship of industrial activities and urban pop-
ulations, such that they come increasingly into conjunction, forming one of 
the main underpinnings of a more diversified and internally cohesive econo-
mic and social structure. There is a concurrent shift in spatial organisa-
tion. At low levels of development, such manufacturing establishments and 
urban places as exist are, on the whole, little related. Industrial activity 
is largely tied up with processing primary produce and containing or repair-
ing capital goods, machinery, vehicles and so on. Urben places are largely 
tied up with the functions of servicing the distributive network, gathering 
in export commodities and disbursing received imports. In general, proximity 
between the two was a matter of locational co-incidence not founded upon 
any functional concurrence. As growth and change get under way the factory 
and the city are brought progressively together, setting of a process of 
mutual interaction that eventually gives the urban industrial^centre some 
measure of autonomy from its proximate surroundings. 9 
The tendency for industrial and urban growth to become progressive-
ly more congruent in their spatial organisation as they become progressively 
more central to economic transformation and social change, has important 
implications for relating national and local progress end planning. Inas-
much as an analysis of urban industrial growth processes "/ill enable us to 
derive a systematic connection between overall development and its location-
al expression, it enables us to introduce some notions of order into an 
otherwise largely disordered field. A further refinement of ideas about the 
factors which are the main determinants of the pattern underlying urban 
industrial evolution holds cut the promise of being able, independently of 
ad hoc assumptions, to point the possible outcomes of some overall stratergy 
apon local situations - and vice versa - and the prospect of being in a 
position to advance the 'distributional calculus' balancing the relative 
merits of making large-scale alterations and extensions to. the physical 
lay-out and plant of a given centre so as to accomodate further localisation 
as against investing in the latent potential of a new focus of growth. 
A refinement of ideas of the kind just mentioned needs a framework 
within which can be accomodated a series of separate groups of variables, 
which however have outcomes that affect each other in a certain manner, and 
within which it is possible to deal with groups of variables which evolveo 
in such a way as to alter their initial relation to other groups as a funct-
ion of their own interaction. For the understanding of the kind of complex 
phenomena that are involved in development neither methods derived from 
physical or statistical mechanics will suffice alone: urban industrial cent-
res do not grow and behave like gaseous masses or billiard balls. The answer 
is to be found in the enlisting of 'systems analysis'. 
Briefly put, for the purposes of the present discussion, a systen 
may.be defined as a group of elements having amongst themselves sufficient 
interconnections producing sufficient interactions as to form a coherent 
structure exhibiting an ordered behavioural response to the impact of forces 
or energy existing outside but in contact with it. It responds as a whole 
to 'inputs' from its 'environent'. A system may be regarded as an entity, 
when the attention of the investigator is focussed upon its internal 
mechanics and/or its external limits or boundaries: as one among a number of 
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such entities, when attention is focussed upon their multiple interactions 
in terms of 'inputs' and 'outputs': or as one overarching entity encompas-
sing within itself a series of interlinked 'sub-systems', when attention is 
upon deriving the patterning of such links and the impact of changes in the 
sub-system arrangement on the whole. Here, for2the moment, I am mainly 
concerned with this last aspect of systems. 0 
An outline of a systems model to be used in the integration of 
physical planning into the development process via the systematic connect-
ion of industrial and urban growth in their spatial aspect is presented in 
diagramatic form as Fig.1. 1 A starting point is provided (at the top left 
of the diagram) with the overall 'system' of economic growth and social 
change, which here appears as a kind of shorthand for the numerous kinds 
of sub-system within development not explicitly indicated on the diagram. 
Certain tendencies which are manifested in the behaviour of the system as 
a whole, which have been previously described as basic attributes of dev^ 
elopment, have an impact upon, or are the source of energy 'inputs' for 
the various sub-systems presented. Thus planned and unplanned changes in 
the overall 'structure of production' and 'social system', supply the 
subsystems of industrial and urban growths with inputs in the form of both 
resources and guides to appropriate response. Increases in population and 
in gross domestic product, and in the specialisation and complexity of the 
economy as a whole feed impulses for growth into the emergent industrial 
structure, which reacts by enlarging and diversifying its 'output', in 
particular shifting away from processing and simple consumer goods towards 
more 'complex' types of manufacture intended to meet not only a more div-
ersified private and public demand, but also an increasing need for intra-
sector 'intermediate' semi-manufactures needed as component inputs for 
other final demands. The reaction of the industrial structure is to raise 
its level of internal subdivision and interdependence, increase the size, 
investment to output ratio and productivity of individual establishments, 
and spread2the influence of managerial organisation among its constituent 
firms. 2 
The same 'enviromental' influences are at work on the emerging 
urban system. Similarly, the reaction combines an increase in the size of 
the system in terms of numbers involved with a widening spectrum of more 
specialised economic and social functions, and with a refinement in the 
reactions of individuals and groups in the urban 'enviroment' to impulses 
for further expansion generated within the subsystem itself. 3 
As development continues, there will tend to be a disproportionate 
amount of energy focussed on those parts within the whole which express in 
themselves the major developmental attributes. Both the industrial and 
urban subsystems will as a result tend to outpace in their growth that of 
the overall economic and social system, becomming thereby more significant 
to its functioning and direction of change. 
Change in the overall structure of production and in the social 
system will at the sane time be influencing the prevailing pattern of 
spatial organisation. As development progresses, its impact upon the 
•spatial system' will be reflected in the alterations in its structure and 
functioning. Regional differentiation becomes more marked with respect to 
the distribution of population and production, the extent and intensity 
of movement, the form and density of the transport and communications net, 
and other components making up the system. The 'output' appears in the 
form of a 'regionalisation' of production and trade in which areas with 
good local resources, large numbers of people, extensive infrastructure 
and a high market potential become also the areas with maximum access to 
the resources and markets of the country as a whole. Accompanying this, 
there also app-ears a differentiation of behavioural responses and instit-
utional arrangements such that responses to new oportunities are quickened? 
in the more advanced areas and made more difficult in those less fortunate? 
The evolving system of spatial organisation in turn provides the 
'enviroment' for the locational disposition of the urban and industrial 
subsystems. Industrial growth, with its concomittant structural changes, 
is orientated increasingly towards the agglomeration of linked activities 
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utilities and services, and towards maximum access to resources, markets 
and factors of production for large scale operations. The spatial system 
feeds in the relevant inputs for the locational specification of the 
apropriate conditions, and the output appears in the form of a progressive 
localisation of industrial activities in the most advanced regions. Urban 
growth likewise, increasingly orientated to the provision of specialised 
services for both local and nonlocal consumption, is affected in the same 
manner, with the result that the?most extensive system of urban places is 
to be found in the same regions.~5 
The patterns of industridl location and of urban places which thus 
arise, in turn give rise to the new and crucially important subsystem in 
the developmental enviroment. The induced changes in industrial structure, 
in the technical and organisational attributes of its constituent plants, 
and in the behavioural responses of its decision-makers, all have the eff-
ect of introducing a progressive urban orientation into industrial location 
propensities. This results in the increasing significance of manufacturing 
in the nonlocal basis of urban expansion, expressed in the contribution of 
industrial investment and enterpreneurial initiative to income and employ-
ment generation in the urban economy and population. The outcome is that 
the growth-rate for urban industry outpaces that for industry as a whole, 
while industrial employment and income generation outpaces other sources of 
growth in the urban system. Those urban areas most affected by industrial 
growth, and those manufacturing sectors most attracted to urban centres, 
are found increasingly concentrated in the most advanced aneas. A signific-
ant connection in the internal mechanics of growth aid change is made, and 
is found embodied in a form^of concurrent localisation of people and activ-
ities within a given area. 6 
The establishment of a systems of urban industrial centres, even 
in its initial stages of growth, already posses the necessary developmental 
potential to positively affect its enviroment by the impact of its emergence 
upon other systems more or less proximate to itself. Firstly, it exerts a 
considerable pressure upon the subsequent distribution of any given set of 
industrial activities, as well as upon the subsequent expansion of a given 
set of urban places. Its impact lies in its ability to attract to its con-
stituent parts a disproportionate share of overall industrial and urban 
growth, increasing its own autonomy and momentum in so doing. As the system 
gains in strength, it will produce a second round of 'feedback' in the form 
of an impact apon the structure of industrial and urban growth. Its inputs 
will tend to produce further differentiation in the existing structure of 
manufacturing and further diversification in urban functions, in particular 
the creation of nascent industrial complexes in what begin to emerge as 
predominantly manufacturing centres. 
As industrial and urban growth assume a more significant place in 
total production and population increase, their locational disposition will 
exert a more considerable effect upon the prevailing system of spatial 
organisation. Regional differences will tend to be based more on non-
primary production and non-rural settlement expansion, the outcome being 
the continued capitalisation upon aquired advantages of the more advanced 
localities. Since the balance of overall distribution of people and activity 
will in turn affect the possible costs of future development stratergies 
and the relative oportunities for local resource mobilisation, in an indir-
ect fashion, the urban industrial system will ultimately have2an impact on 
overall growth and change. Circular causation is complete. 7 
The spatial allocation of urban industrial activities may now be 
seen as the joint product of the three subsystems distinguished and the 
three sets of feedback relations indicated on Fig.1. A 'general equasion' 
can be written to this effect, viz. 
U ^ = f(Is, Ua, Rd, + Ul(il, iU, iR)) where, 
UI - the locational disposition of urban industrial growth at time t. 
Is - a combination of size and sectoral composition of manufacturing, 
technical and organisational attributes of firms, 
behavioural and perceptual biases of enterpreneurs. 
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Ua - a combination of the size differential attractiveness of urban areas 
variety of activities and relative accessability, 
physical lay-out and infrastructure provision. 
Ed - the pattern of regional population and activity/income distribution. 
HI 
il - the extent and disposition of induced industrial growth in the system 
iU - the extent and disposition of induced urban expansion in the system, 
iR - the extent and disposition of induced regional development around 
the system, 
in period t-1. 
A more disagregated form of the 'model' implicit in this equasion will be 
found specified in the appendix to this section, but even when set out in 
this foreshortened form, the equation points to the most significant 
result of a systems analysis approach to the problem under review. 
The problem of relating national and local developments is usually 
seen as necessary to the attempt to deal with certqin 'imbalances' which 
arise in the distribution of production and population under development. 
It is often felt on the one hand that the growth of urban industry acts for 
the most part to reinforce the position of the so-called 'primate' cities, 
which both appear to suffer internally from severe social and physical 
malfunctioning and are inhibiting influences externally on the spread of 
growth and change over a wide front. It is felt on the other hand however, 
that any deliberate attempts at decentralisation are likely to have both 
adverse effects on whatever measure of growth momentum has been acheived 
in one or two emergent metropolitan areas, and little or no impact on the 
ability to initiate sustained growth elsewhere. 
From the discussion in this section it should be clear that the 
usual issue as stated here is conceived of both too widely and too narrowly 
at the same time. It is aparent that urban industrial growth is unlikely 
to be spread over a wide front; when found at all, it is found in relative 
concentration. Equally however, this does not imply concentration in one, 
or in any particular place, for the conditions for urban industrial growth 
are derived from system interactions increasingly independent of initial 
situation. It is here that a crucial element of indeterminacy enters in, 
for the proximate interaction between industrial enterprises and urban 
centres is still largely an unknown placed under the convenient umbrella 
of what are usually referred to as 'external economies'. The relative rate 
of growth of individual urban industrial centres will depend to an increas-
ing degree upon the inducement effects on further expansion of initial con-
centration. The approach here adopted pinpoints the system relationships 
which remain to be specified before it is possible to pronounce on the 
nature of an 'imbalance' percieved in a given situation, and the possibil-
ities of doing something constructive about it. As usual, systematic anal-
ysis uncovers the relevant gaps in knowledge and deficiencies in informat-
ion, yet, as I hope to show, it is both possible to go some way towards a 
solution of the problem in a particular case and indicate a practicable 
programme of investigation into the unknown factors likely to yeild the 
needed observations that are now lacking. The following sections are 
devoted to an elaboration of these claims. 8 
Appendix. 
Towards tho Specification of a Model for tho Spatial Allocation of 
Urban Inds. Growth 
Set out below is an extended and disagregated version of the 'general 
equasion', with some suggested 'proxy' variables introduced in lieu of 
more direct measures of the required magnitudes. The basic method of der-
iving the model was to take each of the elements in the overall equasion 
and explore the nature^of the 'proximate' and the 'contributary' factors 
in its determination. 
1 = f ( i s , UA , RD, + UI(iI, iU, iR)) 
- f(Io, IP-, Ie) where Io - f(Gnp, Pci, Fds) 
IP - f(Mks, Tch, Pdm) 
Ie - f (Fmo, Ldm) 
. - f(Us, Ua, Ue) where Us - f(Pop, Pci, Uds) 
Ua - f(Cml, Acc , Pds) 
Ue - f (Auc, Sst, Piv) 
RD - f(Gnp, Pop, Pci, Rbs, Trn, Pds, Fds) 
Ulil - f(Ilk, Esp, Buc, Mks) 
UliU - f(liv, Emp, Siv, Mkt) 
UliR - f(Cml, Tch, Ent, Cpa) 
Variables: 
Acc - accessibility (to Mks,Rbs) R/ED- Regional Development 
Auc - age of urban centre Rbs - resource base 
Buc - basic utility costs Siv - investment in service provision 
Cml - extent of commercialisation Sst - social structure 
Cpa - comparative advantage (i) Tch - technology 
Emp - employment (i( Trn - transport netivork 
Ent - local enterprise (i) U/UA- Urban Area Advantages 
Esp - economies of scale in the Ue - urban enviroment 
provision of services Ua - urban activity mix 
Fds - structure of final demand Us - urban size 
in the national economy Uds - urban service demand 
Fdo - firm organisation 
U I1 -(private, public, family) location of urban inds. growth 
Gnp -
I/IS-
gross national product 
Industrial Structure (i) - 'induced' 
Ie - industrial enterprise 
Ip - industrial plant structure 
Io - industrial output mix 
liv - industrial investment (i) 
Ilk - inter industry linkage (i) 
Ldm - location of decision-
makero in industry 
Mks - size of market 
Mkt - market threshold 
Pci - per capita income 
Pdm - product mix 
Pds - production structure 
Piv - investment in physical 
plan® and facilities 
Pop - total population 
1. No attempt has been made at this juncture to specify parametric values 
in any of the equasions, although many of these could be introduced from 
published sources and estimates by the present author and by others in the 
field for E.African circumstances. 
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The Case: Urban Industrial Growth in East Africa 19 
In the three now independent territories of Uganda, Kenya and 
Tanzania which together constitute modern East Africa we have three cases 
of developing countries all of which arc affected by and are concerned with 
major issues related to the integration of physical and economic, national, 
subnational and even supra-national planning- The period 19^5-65 witnessed 
both the emergence of urban industrial growth as a significant phenomenon 
set within a continuing tendency to interterritorial and intraterritorial 
differentiation, and the advance from public sector capital expenditure 
programmes towards a more comprihensive and refined type of development 
plan in each case, while continuing efforts were made to secure E.Africanpq 
co-operation on the basis of the existing common market arrangements. 
The area has considerable interest for the purposes of applying 
the previous arguement since the problems of relating aggregate develop-
ment and its spatial disposition and of introducing physical planning more 
fully into the planning stratergies of the three territories have been the 
subject of some little debate; some first attempts at a 'regional planning' 
approach to location and growth have also been made. Nevertheless, in re-
gard to both the distribution of industrial growth on an interterritorial 
basis and the distribution of urban growth en an intraterritorial basis, 
there appear,to remain considerable problems of assessment and policy re-
action. ^0 
As in most developing areas, it is not easy to compile reliable 
and comparable statistics for a large number of variables over any con-
siderable period, so as to provide a suitable data base from which to ex-
tract time trends for relevant magnitudes. Nevertheless, it has been possible 
to sketch in the main lines of development in E.Africa over the past two 
decades., bringing out the relationships between overall growth and change 
and the formative pattern of population and production distribution over the 
area- In Tb.1. are presented sample figures which can be used as indicators 
of the operation of-system interaction as portrayed in Fig.1. in the con-
text of E.Africa. 1 
The area is at the present time in the early stages of development 
with a correspondingly low level of ave. per capita income, charecteristic-
ally simple and 'open ended' economic structure, and a social system very 
much 'in transition' from traditional to modern bases of operation. In terms 
of total population and size of gross national product, the individual 
territories are not large by comparison with other developing nations, but 
when taken together they pP 6SGH"G G more impressive bulk. Though development 
ins not been spectacular over the period under review, definate increases in 
a number of significant magnitudes testify to substantial progress, from 
which it is not unreasonable to draw the required inferences. Within this 
spectrum of movement moreover it is alrady possible to discern the kind 
of shifts indicated in the previous analysis as likely to occur as between 
different comioonents of aggregate expansion and related distributional 
patterns. These can be seen even more clearly if regard is given,to a cross-
sectional comparison as well as to the time-period data as such. 2 
The evolution of industrial and urban subsystems within the broad 
enviroment of econohomic and social transformation is illuminated by the 
figures in lines 4 through 8 and 9 through 14 on Tb.1., Which indicate that 
inter alia, 
- output and employment in manufacturing are growing more than proportion-
ately to output and employment as a whole. 
- output in manufacturing is outpacing employment growth, representing an 
increasing productivity in the faster growing industrial sectors, 
- a shift to larger scale units of production and a higher value added 
ratio has accompanied the above movement, 
- population, production and employment in urban areas are growing more 
than proportionately to population, production and employment as a whole, 
- urban population growth appears to be outdistancing output, and even more 
employment expansion, 
- the pre-eminant position of the 'primate' city is ccntinued, though the 
hierarchy of urban places is steadily expanding as r.ew growths occur. 
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These overall movements have been matched by parallel alterations 
in the spatial organisation of population and production over the area. 
Regional development differences are by now well established, while the 
concentration of growth and change in the most advance areas has remained 
pronounced, if somewhat less so in the case of Tanzania. Even there how-
ever, as lines 15 through 20 of Tb.1. illustrate, both industrial growth 
and urban expansion show a more xoronounced tendency to be located in the 
leading area than population, production and employment growth in general. 
Part, though at present not a very large part, of the explanation 
for the above-mentioned tendency is provided, as is to be expected, by 
the fact of at least an initial connection having been made between ind-
ustrial and urban growth. The emergence of an incipient urban industrial 
system is illustrated in lines 21 to 30 of Tb.1. showing, 
- a substantially faster growth of manufacturing within the larger urban 
areas as compared both with manufacturing growth as a whole and with 
urban employment as a whole (a trend likely to show up even more in 
terms of income generation), 
- a disproportionate propensity for urban locations in intermediate and 
capital-goods manufacturing, fastest growing parts of the system, that 
is reflected to some extent by an ave. plant size and value added ratio 
in urban industry slightly larger than for industry as a whole, 
- a varying proportion of urban industrial growth being located in the 
most advanced area of each territory, reflecting different patterns of 
concentration in spatial organisation within which both established and 
new centres are expanding. 
Notwithstanding its still relatively low level of development, 
E.Africa is already charecterised by the process of system interaction 
and evolution leading to the establishment of a linked array of urban 
industrial growth points. A first approximation to seeing the causes of 
this pattern of growth can be had, as here, with the aid of the kind of 
aggregate data employed by the national planner. In this manner however, 
only the first half of the general expression on p.9-10 is covered; to 
'close the circle' it is necessary to analyse the specific geographical 
expression of the linked outcomes obtained thus far, and to explore the 
circumstances of individual centres which will have some bearing upon 
the results deriving from the second half of the equasion. Here we enter 
more the sphere of the physical planner on regional and local level, where 
maps tend to replace tables, and where the very considerable degree of 
indeterminacy in the situation enters the picture. 
An approximate picture of the spatial organisation of development 
in E.Africa is displayed in the pattern of regional differentiation shown 
on Fig.2. Here in a crudely but well enough defined form is the range in 
regional advancement from Euganda and Central Province, Kenya at-the top 
to the northeast of Kenya at the bottom. Of more interest however is the 
disposition of the different levels, with a pronounced arc of development 
extending through the adjacent areas of south-central Uganda and western 
and central Kenya, combined with a secondary belt of advance on the coast 
of central and nothern Tanzania and southern Kenya, linked together by 
areas of lesser developmental status accross nothern Tanzania to L.Victoria. 
This gross outline is somewhat further refined in Fig.3., which shows in 
greater detail those localities with the most advantageous intra- and inter 
-regional positions. Here can be distinguished three types with differing 
implications for the evolution of an urban industrial pattern. First and 
foremost localities combinning a good local resource-base, infrastructural 
provision and market potential with a high degree of access to the resour-
ces and markets of E.Africa as a whole: south-central Buganda and the ad-
jacent Nile area, parts of southeastern Uganda, western Kenya and the ad-
jacent rift highlands, and the southern half of Central Province. A number 
of other areas similarly have a good resource-base, infrastructure and 
local market, but lack the same degree of overall accessability: the Lake 
Victoria and nothern coastal zones of Tanzania being cases in point. The 
same is true of the areas surrounding the two major ports of E.Africa, 
located on the coasts of southern Kenya and central Tanzania respectively. 
Finally there ar-e those areas which lack the magnitude of local develop-
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ment cf the previous categories, but are compensated by being more central 
in relation to the overall distribution of development: such for example 
as areas in eastern Uganda, west-central Kenya and north-eastern Tanzania. 
This pattern of regional differentiation from an overall base 
forms the 'enviroment' in which urban and industrial growth react to their 
respective locational propensities. In Fig.k. is shown the distribution of 
manufacturing that results, especially those kinds that have a disproport-
ionate tendency to settle in larger urban areas or near .to them. As expect-
ed these appear to be found either in the case of those which are 'urban 
based' exclusively in the most developed regions and in the major port 
areas, or in the case of those which are 'urban centred', more widely 
spread but with a disproportionate representation in the more advanced 
areas. In Fig.5- is shown the distribution of urban 'central places' that 
similarly results from a combination of their basis in population, purcha-
sing power and the demand for basic services, and the regionalisation of 
people and activities. Once again, the most advanced areas include a dis-
proportionate number of those urban centres with 'higher order' functions, 
reflecting overall accessibility, and a,higher density of central places 
reflecting local levels of development. 4 
The linking together of urban and industrial growth under the 
conditions of regional development just described has produced the system 
of urban industrial centres depicted on Fig.6. Fifteen such centres can be 
distinguished on the vario-ble basis of each contributing some 'significant 
fraction' to the total of urban industrial activities in the area. Far the 
largest of the places marked is Nairobi, which besides being the capital of 
Kenya, has been to varying degree the focus of communications and of comm-
ercial, financial and intergovernmental activities encompassing much larger 
portions of E.Africa as a whole. In 1950, it was the one place with more 
than 100,000 people and more than 10,000 workers in Industry; in 19^1, with 
a population exceeding a quarter million, if a number of satelite centres 
of which Thika is easily the most prominent, are added in, this single city 
region encompassed over a quarter of all the inhabitants and over a third 
of all the industrial employees claimed at that time by the major centres 
as shown on the map. Three other cities with populations now exceeding 
100,000 - the area's major xoort cf Mombasa, and the capital cities respect-
ively of Uganda and Tanzania, Kampala-Mengo and Dar es Salaam - together 
with the one other urban place then boasting more than 5ooo employees in 
industry - Jinja in Uganda at the source of the Nile - accounted between 
them for another half of all residents and employees in the centres taken 
as a group. The remaining ten municipalities and townships included share 
between ithem the residual proportions of the two magnitudes. 
This markedly skewed size distribution of the largest centres of 
population and production is embodied in a locational configuration whoose 
most marked feature, following closely the base of regional development, is 
an incipient clustering of centres about an axis Which roughly parallels 
the 'line of rail' from Nairobi to Kampala,nine out of the fifteen centres 
marked on Fig.6. being found in this approximate area. Between them they 
include above half of all the residents, and no less than threequarters of 
all the manufacturing employment numbered by all the marked places. In the 
presence of such a degree of marked concentration,the remaining places, 
though two are individually sizeable, look somewhat scattered and isolated. 
This exact locational specification of a set of urban industrial 
centres allows the inspection of the inherent and derived advantages poss-
essed by each individually and in relation to all the others. In Tb.2. is 
presented some sample data relating to the two different sides of the 
system interaction at the heart of the process of urban industrial growth, 
an interaction which acts to induce further growth in a manner increasingly 
autonomous to initial conditions but rather dependent on its own powers of 
creation in relation to those of other places. It is here that the element 
of indeterminancy enters in, for case studies of each centre"serve only to 
dramatise further what is aparent from the table: that as between industrial 
growth and structure on the one hc.nd, and urban size, local and overall 
accessibility, and infrastructural provision and costs on the other, there 
appears no invariant relationship, but a subtle and complex connection. 
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The pattern of urban industrial growth shows overall a definate 
tendency to concentration over E.Africa as a whole based aparently in the 
combination of inheering attributes of the urban industrial system and the 
evolving structure of spatial organisation. Within this pattern individual 
centres earn their places on the basis of different kinds of comparative 
advantage: Nairobi enjoys a position of large size and maximum overall 
access, Mombasa the position of a major entry point for all imported mater-
ials, Kampala the position of focal point for a richly endowed surrounding 
region, Dar the combination of port and capital city, Jinja the combination 
of well-developed infrastructure and active local enterpreneurs, Thika a 
position of proximity to Nairobi, and so on down the list. Each also has its 
limiting factors unlike each other; a scarcity of suitable industrial land 
in one case, high oost utilities in another, lack of supporting services 
or a pool of skilled labour in a third, distance from the more advanced 
areas in a fourth. No one advantage or limitation alone however will serve 
to ensure further grox^ th or necessarily inhibit future possibilities. 
Even in the period just past there have occurred some interesting 
changes in the position of individual centres, which also throw some light 
Upon the extent of the reactive impact of urban industrial growth on urban 
growth in general. An unchanging pattern of urban gro;\rth would show up in 
the absence of shifts in the 'rank-size' distribution of urban centres, 
each one growing at a rate proportional to its size, mentaining its 'rank' 
among the group as a whole. On Fig.7. are plotted the upper portions only 
of the territorial rank-size distributions for the period 1950-61 in the 
cases of Uganda and Kenya, and the periods 1950-61-67 in the case of 
Tanzania. Inspection of the figure reveals quite definate signs of a process 
of 'substitution of rank' in each territory, more marked over a longer time 
period. Though as yet there has been but little impression made on the 
relative positions of the highest ranked places, in particular the three 
capital cities, the emergence of places having a growth rate disproportion-
ate to their rank tracable at least in part to increased industrial activity 
has already made an impact a little lo^er on the scale. Thika in Kenya, 
Tororo in Uganda and Arusha in Tanzania provide the most outstanding exam-
ples in this connection, and serve also to demonstrate the advance of new 
urban industrial centres at a pace not matched by others already more est-
ablished. 5 
What this exploration of the past experience of E.Africa helps to 
bring out in terms of actual happenings, is the need to separate sharply 
what can be safely generalised about the spatial organisation of an urban-
industrial system and what must be avoided as unwarrented inference. What 
it is safe to say is that the locational pattern of growth will be one of 
relative concentration becomming more pronounced as development continues. 
From this hox^ ever it is a step in the xvrong direction to infer that the 
pattern of concentration is itself locaticnally specified in any rigid 
manner. Within certain limits any given place can be, or be made to be, a 
potential centre for urban industrial expansion provided the presence of 
some comparative advantages and not too many limiting factors. The relative 
rate of growth of a given centre of interest cannot be specified without 
simultaineously assessing the position of all^.other centres; the impact of 
a general policy for growth will have a different impact on different places 
depending on the configuration of their particular strengths and weaknesses. 
At the centre of the systems interaction which produces urban industrial 
growth there is a dynamic flux. 
It is this which gives the problem of integrating physical planning 
into development stratergy its greatest significance, for if it is not 
possible to specify the course of urban industrial growth in a particular 
place 'from the outside', it becomes important to be able to assess the 
internal interrelation of manufacturing and the urban 'enviroment'. If our 
concern is to understand and evaluate the phenomenon of urban industrial 
centres, as against the phenomenon of individual enterprise location in 
a given set of places, the systems analysis approach directs attention to 
the evidence without which we can ligitimately proceed no further, i.e. 
evidence about how groups of industries and groups of centres react in a 
given set of circumstances particular to each. 
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The Project: Urban Industrial Growth in East Africa 1965-85-
The question of establishing a more systematic interchange between 
aggregate economic planning and local physical and social plans, and in 
particular a way of dealing within such a framework with the prospects 
and possibilities for the evolution of urban industrial centres, has a 
continuing importance in the E.African situation over the next decades 
in view of two continuing problems that have to be faced, problems of 
distributional 'imbalances' between and within the three territories. 
At the interterritorial level there remains the question of the 
distribution of industry. The recently concluded E.African Treaty of Co-
operation, cornerstone of the new E.African Community, includes one more 
attempt to deal with the problem of inter-country shares in manufacturing 
expansion based on the common market, but by basically the same means as 
employed in the two previous attempts. In common with the Raisman Comm-
ission and the Kampala Aggreements, the new Treaty includes a scheme for 
interterritorial fiscal redistribution and an arrangement for the more 
equitable sharing of industrial investment, this time involving a measure 
of protection for territorially fostered new enterprises. In the light 
of the previous analysis it can be questioned how far this combination 
of measures in attempting a solution Is in real:""'- ar. adequate response. 
What would appear to be needed is some more positive action, perhaps in-
volving even a joint programme, to modify the present balance of advantage 
in favour of certain selected centres, preferably among those already 
growing and reasonably well situated, such that these attract and accomod-
ate a rising share of urban industrial growth on the basis of a regionally 
concentrated and interlinked complex of manufacturing enterprises. 37 
At the intfaterritorlal level there remains the problem of primacy 
and investment in urban infrastructure. A number of plans have been or are 
being produced for the future physical and social development of certain 
regions and localities. In particular there have been or will be 'master 
plan' schemes produced for the emergent 'metropolitan areas' of Nairobi, 
Mombasa, Kampala-Mengo and Dar es Salaam, and attention is now being turned 
to other centres such as Jinja, Thika and Arusha where growth is expected. 
In several cases projections made carry some disturbing overtones of quite 
massive population growths and equally impressive needs for outlays on 
physical and social infrastructure, without being able to specify the poss-
ibilities for substantie.1 growth in the 'metropolitan' economy, particular-
ly in terms of industrial investment and its multiplier effects. Again, in 
the light of previous analysis, without taking account of growth prospects 
and needs elsewhere, there arises the possibility of over-investment in 
one or two places without lessening primate city problems, while at the 
same time resulting in a lack of resources for growth promotion elsewhere, 
styming the realisation of more appropriate solutions. Whether in a metro-
politan centre or in a medium-sized township, the impact of industrial 
investment in larger and larger 'lumps' gives rise to more significant dis-
continuities, suggesting the need for more advance planning in the provis-
ion of facilities and the preparation of a satisfactory structure for 
accomodating continued expansion,-based on some more detailed notions of 
expected industrial localisation."'S 
The previous two decades have seen the emergence of a system of 
urban industrial centres arising out of systematic tendencies in the economy 
and society of E.Africa which were in turn the products of overall develop-
ment. The magnitude and direction of urban industrial growth and its 
spatial allocation over the next two decades will be partly determined by 
the continuance of the same tendencies arising out of further development. 
Some idea of the shape of things to come can be gained from the extrapolat-
ion of present population and production growth trends coupled with an 
analysis of the modifications and alterations implied in the current com-
prihensive development plans of the three territories. From such an excer-
sise what clearly emerges Is the likelihood of further lar^e increments in 
the overall significance of those subsystems within the whole that help to 
generate the conditions for further urban industrial expansion and regional 
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concentration. Large increases in industrial production, urban employment, 
infrastructure provision and regionally differentiated productive activities 
and services in general are postulate? and/or to be deliberately encouraged. 
39 
At least in the published plans for development and related papers 
however, there appear to be 110 articulate conceptions of either the expect-
ed or desired pattern of regional differentiation and urban industrial 
concentration, nor is there a sufficient degree of locational specification 
to enable an analysis of prospects for individual centres. O11 the other 
hand there are the detailed plans for the largest urban areas and some 
others, elaborated without the needed perspective in which to place their 
situation in any overall pattern. Herez is the gap that remains to be filled 
between national and local efforts. 0 
In this situation what appears to be needed is an investigation of 
the factors and cicumstances which will lead to significantly different 
outcomes in terms of the disposition of urban industrial growth, as s basis 
for joint planning efforts by economic ar.d physical programmers. The aim of 
the projected research is to examine the complex system interactions which 
on the one hand impose definate limitations on the areas within which any 
significant scale of expansion in urbai industry can be expected, and on 
the other help to determine what is mo-t needed in order to create an eff-
icient urban structure v.ith a sound laso u-^aivuring m a 
given centre. In essence, the project xs a kind of 'pre-investment survey' 
exploring a range of alternative possibilities and limitations in order to 
pinpoint where time and money might most advantageously be spent on more 
detailed planning work- This is particularly necessary when large-scale 
expansion is being contemplated but with no specified information as to 
where. 
The outcome of the research proposed should be an improvement in 
the integration of economic and physical planning in terms of the contrib-
ution of each to the other. On the one hand, more precise alternative pro-
jections of industrial investment and employment in a place, when coupled 
with different population projections, forms the basis for assessing likely 
industrial and residential land requirements, employment centres and traffic 
movements, infrastructure and service needs, etc, and thus the 'accomodation 
capacity' that needs to be built in to the physical framework within which 
future expansion can most suitably take place. Or. the other, more precise 
alternative physical planning stratorgies emphasising the situational advan-
tages and taking account of possible directions of expansion in a particular 
place, can provide an enviroment where interpreneurs are not simply required 
to conform to some preconcieved 'master plan', but are encouraged to positive 
action following a pattern of strong inducements created by public invest-
ments and by a fuller knowledge of the^total situation in which autonomous 
investment decisions are being taken 1 
The research proceedure is devided into two related parts corospond 
-ing to the aquiring of information about the variables in the two halves 
of the 'general equasion' on p.9-10 and to the division between determinate 
and indeterminate system interactions as explained on p. 10 and 14. The. first 
part of the urork relates to the construction of a 'projected Tb.1.' for a 
number of years in the next decades, based 011 a great deal of material that 
is already available in different published sources, academic, governmental 
and international, in particular the development plar.s, the E.C.A. papers 
on industrial growth in East and Central Africa, the various U.N. regional 
and urban planning reports, and so on. The se.; isl is to derive from this 
the general implications for the regionalisation of overall development, 
industrial activities and urban places, using where practicable and appropr-
iate tools and techniques developed in regional, and interregional analysis, 
industrial location and urban growth studies. '"2 
The second and more extensive part takes the investigation cn from 
the above into the specific situations prevailing in each of a selected • 
small number of centres chosen in con junction with the planning authorities. 
The object of this is to probe in a strictly comparable fashion further into 
the interrelation of industrial structure and urban enviroment and iocs it ion 
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This can only be accomplished satisfactorily by means of residence, a form 
of 'participant observation* and fieldwork plus interview in the places 
concerned, if data are to be systematically accumulated with which to match 
up the two sides of an extended version of Tb.2. The process of gather—ing 
and assessing such data is quite considerably aided by the possession of 
information on the same lines and many of the same places gathered in a 
previous enquiry. The evaluation of structural attributes and behavioural 
responses is made easier by previous aquaintance, but also by the possess-
ion of at least an aproximation to the overall situation, within which 
individual centres and individual industries can be placed. 
The result of these enquiries is to be plotted in the form of a 
'cross-sectional' analysis of centres on the basis of a number of ranking 
variables coresponding to factors thought to be significant in determining 
the rate and structure of unban industrial expansion, such as size, access, 
level of service provision, infrastructure costs, length of period of ind-
ustrial localisation, extent of local enterprise, and so on. Together with 
other information collected, this should make it possible to separate out 
in some measure the general factors explaining the relative position of a 
place and the peculiar attributes not^repeated elsewhere which can be said 
to have conditioned local expansion. 3 
The two parts of the study taken together provide a basis for the 
elaboration of that 'distributional calculus' needed as a corrective to 
ad hoc policy-making and as a way of doing for whole patterns of urban ind-
ustrial location and growth what coinpara tive cost-benefit studies do, when 
employed, for individual project selection and siting. Even without attain-
ing a fully-fledged instrument of this kind however, the investigation will 
procure information of a kind indicating the scope for different kinds of 
policy instrument to be used in directing and encouraging a desired pattern 
of urban industrial concentration. 
Over the next decades E.Africa will very likely experience a cqn-
tinuing acceleration of population movement towards the cities and towns. 
The provision of urban activities and employment cannot do more than meet 
a part of the aspirations cf the total population as this continues to in-
crease, but even if a significant contribution is to be made at all it will 
need the most careful foresight and preparation to avoid the situation 
common to many developing countries where urban expansion has been unmatched 
by the creation of a viable economic base. All available resources will need 
to be mobilised for the task, and scarce public funds will need to be spent 
in ways that will encourage the greatest of autonomous response. It is these 
considerations that have prompted this excusion into the methodological 
domain, in order that there might be brought to bear all the power of avail-
able ideas upon the problem of enhancing the efforts of all concerned with 
these conditions in a manner that is likely to yield some operational 
improvements in time to affect the handling of an imminent challenge. 
Michael Safier. 
Makerere College, i. 3. 68. 
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Notes to Diagr cUHS and Data. 
Fig.1. 
Though in relation to the general equasion on pages 9-10, Fig.1. is ref-
erred to as a model, it is rather the skeletal structure of a model whoose 
purpose is to draw together a number of partial models relating to different 
groups of factors in such a manner as to point out the ways in which the 
'constants' of one such model can be translated into the 'variables' of anoth-
er , enabling us to build upon available works to advance towards a more 
general understanding. Though again, there is no one model of economic growth 
and cultural or social change overall, there are a number of partial models 
which together help to define some basic attributes of the 'enviromental' 
system, which are reviewed in B. Higgins and in Eoselitz and Moore, references 
5 and 15 respectively to the main text (Rft). 
Models relating to the various subsystems which have exerted most 
influence on the present arguement are as follows -
the Structure of Industrial Activities: 
United Nations "A Study of Industrial Growth" N.York.1963. & 
F. Sargent Florence (Rft.22) Chapters 1,4 and 5-
the Structure of Urban Population and Activities: 
W. Thompson (Rft.36)& 
G. Sjoberg "The Pre-Industrial City" Glencoe.1960. 
Patterns of Spatial Organisation: 
J. Friedmann (Rft.3), Green and Fair (Rft.33) & 
H. Perloff et.al. "Regions, Resources and Economic Growth" Baltimore.1962. 
Patterns of Industrial Location: 
I. Hamilton 'Models of Industrial Location' in R. Chorley and P. Hagget Eds. 
"Models in Geography" London.1967. & 
United Nations "Criteria for the Location of Industrial Planfis" N.York.1967. 
Patterns of Urban Places: 
B. Berry "Geography of Market Centres..." N.Jersey.19^7, 
D. Duncan et.al. "Metropolis and Region" Baltimore.1961• & 
R. Morrill "Migration and the Growth and Spread of Urban Settlement" Lund.1965. 
These models enable the analysis of different parts of the situation 
leading up to and influencing the growth of a system of urban industrial 
centres. They also help to pinpoint the direction of inpmt and output flows as 
indicated on the figure. The 'missing link' is the nature of the internal 
mechanics of that systems itself, to which my arguement draws attention and 
the proposed research is intended to probe, having come as far as possible by 
means of the systematic interrelation of existing models to isolate the crux 
of the remaining indeterminacy. 
Tb. 1. 
The data in the first three sections of the table are compiled, with 
modifications to improve comparability, from three main sources: the populat-
ion censuses - all E.Africa 1948, Tanzania 1957, Uganda 1959, Kenya 1962 -
and the industrial censuses/surveys - Tanzania and Kenya 1961, Uganda 1963; 
Chapt er 2. of Clark (Rft.29); and Statistical Abstracts plus other miscellain— 
eous sources for the earlier year. Concequently, some of the figures for 1951 
must be taken as more 'approximate' thatn those for 1961., but this does not 
in my opinion invalidate the time trends indicated. 
The figures in section four are derived from the data used to compile 
Fig.2. which see. 
The figures in the last section are derived from the author's own data 
records, in particular from a 30x30 sector interindustry transactions matrix 
for each territory for 1961, a regional and centre, by centre brea&down of 
industrial production and employment using the regions of Fig.2. and the 15 
centres of Fig.6., and a sample survey of 100 large manufacturing enterprises 
plus library research 011 the history and structure of industry prepared for 
a thesis on "The Location, Structure and Growth of Urban Industrial Centres 
in E.Africa 1945-65 - the Evolution of a Spatial System" to be presented for 
the degree of Ph.D. at the University of London. The fieldwork was carried out 
in all three territories during the year 1963, and the preliminary findings 
set out in a previous paper (Rft.29). 
Fig.2. 
The pattern of regional development shown on the nap is the result of 
taking a series of variables measuring different aspects of the level of 
economic and social transformation reached in an area, and combining them 
together using the statistical technique of factor analysis to produce one 
'dimension' of overall growth and change upon which each region has a place 
or 'score' by which it has been grouped in one of five sections of the 
compound scale between which there are significant 'breaks' indicating 
greater between-group than within-group variance. The most advanced group 
is the 1st and the least the 6th. The data on which the scale is based was 
compiled by the author from official publications and fieldwork covering 13 
of the 18 regions. 
The variables taken into consideration included -
total population total employment est. cashcrop sales road milage 
non-african pop. est. income from purchasing power density rail milage 
population density employment power consumption urban pop. 
industrial employment 
The regions distinguished on Fig.2. and on the subsequent maps are -
Uganda: 1.Western Kenya: 5.Nyanza Tanzania: H.Tanga 
2.Northern 6.Rift 12.Northern 1?.Southern 
3.Buganda 7.Central 13.Lake 18. Highland 




The pattern of localised development shown on this map is derived from 
combining the classificatory schemes provided by Green and Fair (Rft.33) and 
Perloff et.al. (see Notes to Fig.1.). The heavily-shaded areas are those with 
a high level of local development including a good infrastructural base, anid 
a high level of overall accessibility. The medium-shaded areas have one or 
the other of the abotee advantages but not both together. The lightly-shaded 
areas are those of good potential on the variable basis of local resources 
but at present lack a high level of either local development or accessibility. 
The grid-squares are aprox. 2500 sq. miles in area. 
Fig. 
The map shows the breakdown of industrial employment in the regions by 
sector categories related to locational propensities. Tb.e data used is the 
same as that underlying the last section of Tb.1. and described in the Note 
to that table. The industrial sectors that in 1961 were found in E.Africa 
almost or entirely located in the major urban centres included -
ISIC No. in brakets 
Textiles (231/2) Rubber Pdcs. (300) Basic Metals (341/2) 
Clothing (241) Chemical Pdcs. (319) Metal Pdcs. (350). 
Pulp & Paper (271/2) Cement & Glass (332/4) Elec. Eng. (370) 
Other sectors that were more vdidely distributed, but had a tendency to be 
urban 'centred', larger units being found within or near the main urban areas 
were -
those with a general distribution reflecting the location of natural resources 
Meat & Dairy Pdcs. (201/2) Corse Fibre Pdcs. (233/9) Clay Pdcs. (331) 
those with a general distribution reflecting the location of population 
Breweries (213) Print, and Publ. (280) Concrete Pdcs. (339) 
Fig.5-
The map shows a first aprox. to the heirarchy of central places in E. 
Africa. The ranking of places in the differant 'orders' of the heirarchy is 
based upon a numerical addition of 'scores' on a variety of variables related 
to the performance of certain retail, financial, administrative and other 
services. The 'orders' themselves are derived once again by significant 
'breaks' in the scale of scores. The numerical values adopted for scoring 
are those used by Grove and Huzar in "The Towns of Ghana" Accra.1964. It has 
to be recognised however, that this method of assessment is crude in the 
extreme and in need of much further refinement for predictive purposes. 
Fig.6. 
This. nap-.shows the size and location oiLthe fifteen places in E.Africa 
in 1961 which included both 1% or more of the total urban population of the 
three territories and 1% of the total industrial labour force. 
Tb.2. 
The data in the first part of the table are derived fron the sane 
source as the data in the last part of Tb.1. which are explained in the 
Note to that table. The data in the second part of the table concern, in 
order, the size of the place, its situation and accessibility, and its 
internal physical endowment and infrastructural elements. The figures have 
been compiled from published sources and from fieldwork undertaken in each 
of the places named with the aid of the local authorities. The E.African 
income potential index is derived from the normal formula, viz. the I.P.I, 
of a place depends upon the sum of total est. income at place concerned and 
at all other places, devided in each case by the distances from the place 
concerned to each other place. The results of the above calculation are 
reduced to index form using Nairobi as the base of 100. The technique is 
fully discussed in Isard et.al. (Rft.42). The numbers of the places match 
those of Fig.5-
Fig.7. 
The scale shows the top portion of the rank-size distribution of 
urban places in the three territories in a comparative manner. The unbroken 
lines for each place included shows the extent of its population growth be-
tween the years 1950 and 1961 in the cases of Kenya and Uganda, and in 
addition between 1961 and 19&7 i n the case of Tanzania, with places in the 
order of their rank at the later date. The dotted lines give some indication 
of possible future growth based on a division into end-period size-classes. 
These are strictly 'gestinates' and to be used only as a basis for revision 
on the availability of new data. The ifumbers of the places are again those 
used on Fig.5» 
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